In [5] Abbott and Katchalski ask if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for every d > 2 there is a snake (cycle without chords) of length at least c3 d in the product of d copies of the complete graph K z . We show that the answer to the above question is positive, and that in general for any odd integer n there is a constant c n such that for every d ^ 2 there is a snake of length at least c n n d in the product of d copies of the complete graph K n .
Introduction
By a. path in a graph G we mean a sequence of distinct vertices of G with every pair of consecutive vertices being adjacent. A path will be called closed if its first vertex is adjacent to the last one. By a chord of a path P in a graph G we mean an edge of G joining two nonconsecutive vertices of P. If e is a chord in a closed path P, then e is called proper if it is not the edge joining the first vertex of P to its last vertex. Note that a proper chord of a closed path corresponds to the standard notion of a chord in a cycle. A snake in a graph G is a closed path in G without proper chords, and an open snake in G is a path in G without chords.
If G and H are graphs, then the product of G and H is the graph GxH with V(G) x V(H) as the vertex set and (g l5 Z^) adjacent to (g 2 , h 2 ) if either g x g 2 e E{G) and h x = h 2 , or else g 1 = g 2 
and h^eEiH).
Let J£* be the product of d copies of the complete graph K n for n ^ 2, </ ^ 1. It will be convenient to think of the vertices of K d n as d-tuples of «-ary digits, that is, the elements of the set {0,1,...,« -1}, with edges between two ^/-tuples differing at exactly one coordinate.
Let S(K^) be the length of the longest snake in K d n . The problem of estimating the value of S(K 2 ) (known also as the snake-in-the-box problem) has an extensive literature. See [2, 6, 8] , and the references in these papers. Evdokimov [6] was the first to prove that for some constant c > 0,
(
The constant c he got in his proof is very small (c = 2~n). Other shorter proofs of (1) and with larger values of the constant c have been given by Abbott and Katchalski [2] and Wojciechowski [8] . The best lower bound for S(K 2 ) was given by Abbott and Katchalski [4] . They show that (1) holds with c = & = 0.300781... . In [9] Wojciechowski proves a result of a different but related nature, namely, for every he shows that K\ can be decomposed into 16 vertex disjoint snakes.
When n ^ 3, the existence of snakes of length cn d , where c is a positive constant independent of d, is known only for n even. Abbott and Katchalski [5] proved that if n = 0 mod 4, then
It follows from (1) and (2) for every d^2.
When n = 2 mod 4, the validity of Theorem 1 follows from the remark in [5] that the construction used in the proof of (2) can be modified to give long snakes in the case when n = 2 mod 4.
For n odd, the best known lower bounds on S(K^) are not as good as for even n. Abbott and Dierker [1] proved that
It follows that for every n ^ 2 there is a constant X n > 0 such that
"
Abbott and Katchalski [5] ask whether there exists a constant c 3 > 0 such that (3) holds for n = 3. In this paper we give a positive answer to this question, and what is more, we show that the following general result is true. Actually, we prove a stronger result. Thus, in particular, for n = 3 we get S(Kf) ^ (4/81) 3 d . The proof of Theorem 3 will be given in Section 4.
Basic definitions
An m-path in a graph is a path containing m vertices, that is, a path of length m-1. If P is an m-path, then we shall write m = \P\. A chain %> of paths in a graph G is a sequence (P x , P 2 ,..., P m ) of paths in G such that each path in # has at least two vertices, and the last vertex of P i is equal to the first vertex of P i+1 for i = 1,2,..., m -1. When the number m of paths in a chain needs to be specified, we shall refer to an m-chain of paths. An m-chain # = {PX-i °f paths will be called closed if the first vertex of P x is equal to the last vertex of P m . Now we are going to define an important operation that will be used throughout the paper. Given an m-path P = (g i )^m l in a graph G and an m-chain of paths # = (PX-i in a graph H, let P® <g be the ( J^| / < | ) -p a t h in the graph GxHconstructed in the following way. For each path P i = (h n ,h i2 ,...,h ik ) in # let P[ be the path ((&»h n ),(g t ,h i2 ) , ..., (&,h tk ) ) in G x H. Note that for each / e { 1 , 2 , . . . , m -1 } the last vertex of the path P' t is adjacent to the first vertex of the path P' i+1 . Let P® <£ be the path obtaining by joining together (juxtaposing) the paths P[, P' 2 ,..., P' m . We shall say that P ® # is the path generated by P and ( €. Note that the path generated by a closed path and a closed chain of paths is a closed path.
If 3) is a /cm-chain of paths in a graph H, then the m-splitting of ^ is the sequence (i^, ^2, . . . , ^m) of ^-chains of paths in H which joined together (juxtaposed) give <2). The above definition of the operation ® can be generalized to the following situation. Let <€ = (PJJlj be an m-chain of A>paths in a graph G, let ^ be a fcm-chain of paths in H, and let (£^, 2> 2 ,..., S> m ) be the m-splitting of 2>. Note that for each ie {1,2,..., m -1} the last vertex of the path P { ® ^ in the graph GxH is equal to the first vertex of the path P i+1 ® <2> i+1 . Set
We shall say that # ® ^ is the chain of paths generated by # and ^. Note that the chain of paths generated by two closed chains of paths is also a closed chain of paths. It is straightforward to verify that the operation ® is associative in the following sense. PROPERTY 
If P is an m-path in a graph G, %> is an m-chain ofk-paths in a graph H, and Q) is a km-chain of paths in a graph K, then (P ® <€) ® 2 = P ® (<g ® 9).
Let # = {P$l\ b e a chain of paths in a graph G. We say that # is openly separated if for i ^ m-1 and j = i+l, P t and Pj have exactly one vertex in common, and otherwise P< and P^ are vertex disjoint. We say that # is closely separated if <% is closed, P % and P } have exactly one vertex in common when either / ^ m-1 and j = /+ 1, or i = 1 and j = m, and otherwise P ( and P } are vertex disjoint. The following property is a straightforward consequence of the definitions and its proof is left to the reader as an exercise. PROPERTY 
(i) The pathP®^ generated by a path P in a graph G and an openly separated chain %> of open snakes in a graph H is an open snake in the graph GxH.
ii) The closed path P ® # generated by a closed path P in a graph G and a closely separated chain %> of open snakes in a graph H is a snake in the graph GxH.
If P is a path, then let -P be the path obtained from P by reversing the order of vertices, and if <€ = ( / $ I x is a chain of paths, then let -<$ = ( -P m , -P m _ v ..., -P x ) be the chain of paths obtained from # by reversing the order of paths and reversing every path. The expression (-1)*^, where A'is a path or a chain of paths, will mean X for / even and -X for / odd. Obviously, the following property is true. PROPERTY 
If P is an m-path in a graph G and %> is an m-chain of paths in a graph H, then (-P)® <4 = -(P®-<£).
Let <g be a fcm-chain of paths, and let y = (%,%,..., <& m ) be the m-splitting of <€. By the alternate matrix of the splitting y we mean the following (m x £)-matrix si of paths:
where (Q),Q%,...,QH) is the sequence of paths forming the fc-chain (-l)'" 1^. The splitting y will be called openly alternating if for every odd j with 1 <y ^ m -1, the paths Q* and Q* +1 have exactly one vertex in common, for every even j with 2^j^m -1, the paths 2} and Q) +l have exactly one vertex in common, and otherwise the paths Q\ and Q\ are vertex disjoint for /e {1,2,..., k), j , /e {1,2,..., m) with j # /. Note that the splitting y is openly alternating if for every column of its alternate matrix si the paths in the column are mutually vertex disjoint except for the shared vertices which are necessary for # to be a chain of paths, that is, Q\ and Ql have exactly one vertex in common, Q\ and Q\ have exactly one vertex in common, and so on.
Assume now that the fcra-chain ^ is a closed chain of paths and m is even. Then, we say that the splitting y is closely alternating if for every odd j with 1 < j ^ m -1, the paths Q) and Q k j+l have exactly one vertex in common, for every even j with 2 ^y ^ m-1, the paths Q) and Q) +l have exactly one vertex in common, the paths Q\ and Q x m have exactly one vertex in common, and otherwise the paths Q { } and Q\ are vertex disjoint for / e {1,2,..., k), j , I e {1,2,..., m) with j # /. As above, note that the splitting y is closely alternating if for every column of its alternate matrix si the paths in the column are mutually vertex disjoint except for the shared vertices which are necessary for ^ to be a closed chain of paths. The following property is a straightforward consequence of the definitions. PROPERTY 
Let P be a k-path in a graph G, and let 2) be a km-chain of paths in a graph H. (i) If<g is the m-chain (P,-P,...,(-1)"
1 " 1
P), and the m-splitting of 9 is openly alternating, then the m-chain <€ ® 2> of paths in the graph G xH is openly separated.
ii) Ifm is even, <& is the closed m-chain (P, -P,P, -P,..., -P), and the m-splitting of 2) is closely alternating, then the closed m-chain ^ ®2> of paths in the graph GxH is closely separated.
Assume that n ^ 3 is a fixed odd integer. 
Let H be a graph, d ^ 1 be an integer, ^ be an w^-chain of paths in H, and 9 be an (n-l)« d -chain of paths in H. We say that ^ is openly well distributed if either d = 1 and # is an openly separated chain of open snakes, or d ^ 2, every chain % in the /^-splitting Sf = (%,%,...,<&") of # is openly well distributed and Sf is openly alternating. We also say that 9 is closely well distributed if every chain 9 t in the («-l)-splitting 9" = (9 X , 9 2 ,..., 9 n _ x ) of 9 is openly well distributed and $/" is closely alternating. The following property can be proved by a straightforward induction with respect to d. PROPERTY The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Construction of well distributed chains
Let ^ be a chain of paths in a graph G. We say that ^ joins u x to u 2 if « r is the first vertex of the first path of # and u 2 is the last vertex of the last path. If v is the first or the last vertex of a path P, then let P-v be the path obtained by removing v from P. Let W = (Pi)? =1 be a chain of paths joining u x to u 2 , and ^ = (2<)i"Li be a chain of paths joining v x to t> 2 . We say that <€ and ^ are parallel if for every / with 1 ^ / ^ m, the paths P t and Q t are vertex disjoint. We also say that # and Q) are internally parallel if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) the paths n-3 n-2 n-
The matrix X n can be obtained by taking as rows the n consecutive cyclic permutations of the sequence (3,4,...,« + 3,1,2), and then for each odd row exchanging the entries at the positions 1 and 3 and exchanging the entries at the positions 2 and 4. The matrix Y n can be obtained from X n by removing the last row and modifying the n-1 row. From now on, to the end of this section, let us assume that we are given a graph H, and an n-net (U, Jt) in H. Let # be an n^-chain of paths in H for d ^ 1. If every «-chain in the rc^-splitting of # belongs to Jt, then we say that # is Jt-built. 
1 , then we say that S) x and % are internally Jt-compatible.
, and f f c ^ w fc for 1 < k < n^" Since the w-splitting of an ,^-well distributed chain is openly alternating, the following property can be proved by induction with respect to d. PROPERTY 
If %> is an Jt-well distributed n d -chain, then # is an openly well distributed chain.
Since no integer appears twice in any row of X n , no integer appears twice in any row of Y n , and Jf\ t = -Jf\^ a straightforward induction with respect to d can be used to prove the following property. Suppose now that tf ^ 1 and the n d -chains <e\ tl , # 3 2 , ^\ x and ^2 satisfy the specified conditions. Given se{3,4} and fe{l,2}, let ^} be the « d+1 -chain with thê -splitting ^ = (%,%...,<$") such that % = faWlJ, '% = 0 ( (#4 tl ) for odd i, ^ = -0«(#3, 2 ) for even / with 1 < i < n, and # n = 0 n (^, f ).
Let m = n^1. 
J
We shall prove now that ^^ satisfies the required conditions. To verify that # f y is a chain of paths, note that the entries of the matrix X n = (x } k ) satisfy x ( x = x i+l 2 for / odd, and x i3 = x i+l 4 for / even with 1 ^ / ^ n -1. Since x l s = s and x n t = /, the chain Wj;* 1 joins w s to u t . Since the chains %> d vw are //-well distributed, Property 7 implies that the chains %,%,...,^n are also //-well distributed. Since the integers 3 and 4 do not appear in the 3rd or 4th column of the matrix X n except in the first row, the integers 1 and 2 do not appear in the 1st or 2nd column of X n except in the last row, and no integer appears twice in any column of X n , it follows from the definition of the functions <p t that any two consecutive rows of d are internally .//-parallel chains, and any two nonconsecutive rows of s& are .//-parallel chains. Hence the chain tff+ 1 is //-well distributed. Since it is clear that the chains <&£}, <$%$, <&£l and m^l are internally ^-compatible, the proof is complete.
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 3. Since the entries of the matrix Y n = (y jtk ) satisfy y tl = y i+12 for / odd, y i3 = y i+1A for / even with 1 ^ / ^ n -2, and ^n_ 1 3 = y lri , it follows that the sequence £^£ +1 of paths is a closed chain of paths. Since the chains #£ w are ^#-well distributed, Property 7 implies that the chains # 19 ^2,..., # n _! are also ^#-well distributed. By Property 6, ^, ^g,..., ( € n _ x are openly well distributed. Since no integer appears twice in any column of Y n , it follows that any two consecutive rows of $4 are internally Jiparallel chains and any two nonconsecutive rows of stf are ^-parallel chains, hence the splitting y is closely alternating. Thus, ^£ + 1 is a closely well distributed ĉ hain, and the proof is complete.
Construction of an n-net in K\
Let n ^ 3 be a fixed odd integer. The vertices of the graph K z n are 3-tuples of digits from the set {0, \,...,n -1}. Given a vertex v = (a v a 2 ,a 3 ) of K\, we say that #< appears at the rth position of y for / = 1,2,3. If ae{0, \,...,n-1}, then let a = fl + !(« -l)modrt, and a = a+\(n+ l)mod«. If a v a 2 e{0,1,. ..,«-1}, then let [a^fljd = { a^a^+ 1 ,^ + 2,...,a 2 }, where the addition is taken modulo n. Thus, for example, if n = 7 then [5,1] = {5,6,0,1}.
We are going now to define the «-net (U n , J^J in K\. Let a x a 2 a % instead of {a x , a 2 , a 3 ) , then the path Q\ is the path in the sth row and the (/+ l)st column of the following matrix:
